
 

  
 

Members Present:   Mr Bullock, Mr Wilson, Mr Galt, Mr C. Smith, Mr Siswick, Mrs Chahal, Mr D. Smith,    

Mr Eason, Mr Hames, Mr Ward. 

In Attendance:  Mr Prokopa, Mrs Lumby, David Sugden, Public Health Staffordshire 

In the Chair:  Mr Bullock 

 
Business Agenda 

714-1 Welcome and Apologies 

Mr Bullock welcomed David Sugden from Public Health Staffordshire to the LPC meeting, 

Apologies had been received from Mrs Roman, Dr Hall, Mr Dean, Mr Galt and Mr Jones. Mr 

Prokopa reported that Darren Jones has recently moved from Staffordshire to Nottingham 

City and his replacement was expected to be Gary Newman and Mr Insley has left Tesco 

Pharmacy and moved to the Co Op Pharmacy and his replacement is Mr Jaf Mohammed, 

General Manager for Tesco. 

714-2 Minutes 
The open minutes of the LPC Meeting on Wednesday were approved; proposed Mr Hames 

and seconded Mrs Chahal. The closed minutes were approved as amended; proposed Mr 

Siswick and seconded Mr Ward. 

714-3 Matters Arising 
Mr Prokopa explained that the governance meeting was postponed because the meeting 
would not be quorate as Mr Dean was unavailable and Mr Jones has now moved on. Mr 
Prokopa highlighted that Mr Dean had noted that the Governance meeting agenda needs to 
include the item mentioned in the June closed minutes, 

714-4 Communications 
Received correspondence listed in Appendix 1, members had no further questions. 

714-5 Finance 
The business and service accounts for quarter 1 had been distributed prior to the meeting.  

Mrs Lumby highlighted that the business accounts reserve is getting low. Mr Prokopa 

mentioned that we had received a letter from Mercer to explain that due to Steve Mercers 

health issues, Mercer will be merging with Barrington Accountants and that we are 

therefore considering whether to continue with Mercer due to travelling distance.  An 

option may be to move to the Accountants based at Meeson House, looking at cost but 

initial assessment is that cost will be similar if not less. They also provide a payroll service at 

a lower cost than the service currently provided by Bond. Mr Prokopa to prepare a proposal 

for next month’s meeting. 

714-6 Meetings Report 
Mr Bullock asked if members had any questions regarding the meeting reports, members 

had no further questions. Following the meeting with MSD, Mr Prokopa reported that he 

had received confirmation of training from MSD.   

Meeting with Cannock -CCG Mr Prokopa explained that they are applying to take part in GP 

Co-Commissioning.  Keen to discuss co-commissioning enhanced services to meet the needs 

of Medicine optimisation. They are setting up 3 local networks – Rugeley, Cannock and 

Villages and would like stronger links with the local pharmacies.  Trying to address the sip 

fed issues via the make every mouthful count campaign that the MM team are leading on 

and they are keen for ongoing feedback. The CCG are very keen to look at the medicine 

waste campaign idea, liked the idea of the bag stickers. Members have some issues about 

highlighting the cost of inexpensive medication and medication for terminally ill patients.    

LPC medication support meeting – Mr Prokopa reported opportunities for pilot MUR and 

TECS service in HLPs, theme would be ‘Helping you to Help Yourself’. Mr C. Smith asked 
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where members attend meetings, could they look at addressing issues about the funding of 

incidental costs such as Pivotell batteries and where we can source card inserts. Mr Prokopa 

asked members to email him details of the issues that have experienced.  Mrs Chahal 

enquired about Florence and Mr Prokopa explained that Florence is an electronic reminder 

service for recording and texting recordings, for example Blood pressure readings.  

LPN Self Care Subgroup – Mr Prokopa reported we received the nutritional support 

documentation from this meeting, although they have a cut of date for this they are looking 

for ongoing feedback. Mr Prokopa noted the Gillian Rudge will be attending the Annual 

General meeting to talk about nutrition and the make every mouthful matter project. 

Dementia Innovation programme - Mr Prokopa reported that they are looking to get some 

funding to support further dementia friends training.  

The SES CCG Children’s Commissioner meeting, where Dr Hall met with Rachel Chapman to 

discuss her new role and how Pharmacy can work with the CCG.  Mr Prokopa highlighted 

that he had received correspondence from Mr Dean regarding the Monday appointments 

and suggested that they are probably more to do with things like organising childcare, 

attendance at school and needing a reason to be off work for childcare “sanctioned” by GP. 

The HLP MSc Project with Aston University - Mr Prokopa reported that they had arranged a 

meeting with Ahmed Elsaadany at the LPC Office next week so that he can input data into 

PharmOutcomes to setup an audit of HLPs to assess level of engagement and collect 

information on the priorities going forward.  

Mr Ward expressed concerns about the non-quorate meeting of the LPN in July in relation 

to the winter pressure minor ailments and emergence supply service. Mr Prokopa reported 

that the feedback so far has been very positive, in that it saves money and release services 

and that we are doing everything we can to ensure that the winter pressure service starts 

again this coming year when the AT receive the winter pressure funding.  

Mr C Smith reported that he attended a meeting held by East Staffs CCG, an open forum 

meeting, which looked at how the CCG were planning to manage and treat patients with 

long-term conditions.  They are looking at a private controlling body to consider all areas of 

patient care from hospital care to long term management of their condition. Looking at 

what the concerns were of other caring organisations.   

714-7 Commissioner Reports 
NHS England Area Team; CCGs; Public Health 
Mr Prokopa reported that Andy Pickard had sent his apologies as the AT would be unable to 

attend the meeting. Having spoken to him this morning he had updated Mr Prokopa on the 

evaluation from the Winter Pressures Service and asked for feedback from Pharmacies on 

the continence as only received 50% feedback so far.  Mr Prokopa reported that the NHS 

has advised the AT that there is no requirement this year for AT to issue CPAF documents if 

one was submitted in 2012-13, but they are considering the option of asking Pharmacies to 

complete CPAF this year via PharmOutcomes, so that they can look at this year on year.   

Members enquired about the option to report no change, and felt that it should only focus 

on new Pharmacies or change of ownership.   

David Sugden distributed a briefing on transforming Healthy Lifestyle services in 

Staffordshire. Looking at a new approach to the way it commissions healthy lifestyle 

services. Will be taking a whole system approach, focus much more on prevention and early 

intervention, with prevention programmes and services to create a healthy person approach 

that promotes health and wellbeing. The key principles that are emerging are development 

of a central hub which will provide a directory of services and build a range of tools that can 

support self-help, with wider services linked into the information and advice services. The 

idea is that you will get much more consistency in the services being provided.  Mr Ward 

highlighted HLPs could play an important part in this. Mr Hames enquired about timescales, 

Mr Sugden confirmed that they are looking at July 2015. Mr Smith enquired about referral 



 

and Mr Sugden confirmed that it could be self-referral or GP referral. Mr Bullock enquired 

about funding and Mr Sugden confirmed that it would be well funded and that there was a 

historical budget in place.  Mr Sugden had also distributed a document on the New Adult 

drug and alcohol treatment contracts that go live across Staffordshire on July 1st Mr Smith 

noted that the document states in relation to the New Adult drug and alcohol treatment 

contract under transitional arrangements regarding ‘changes will be gradually introduced 

over the following three months’ and enquired whether this was clinical changes or changes 

to the process.  Seemed to be a change in emphasis and asked if there was going to be 

changes to the protocol and the rationale behind it and if so it would be helpful if 

pharmacies had been informed, as patients will enquire as to why these changes have 

occurred. Mr Sugden explained as he was not involved with the process he would need to 

make enquires. Mr Prokopa reported that they are in consultation with ADS and he would 

enquire for Mr Smith. Mr Smith felt it would be helpful to have one of the clinical 

consultants attend to explain new treatment rationale. Mr Prokopa to follow this up. 

 
Strategy Agenda 

714-8 Quality and Performance 
a) Clinical Senates and Strategic Clinical Networks 

Mr Prokopa reported that the PSNC are enquiring whether any LPC members sit on a 

Clinical senate or has involvement on these. Mr Prokopa to feedback that we have no 

involvement on these at the moment. 

b) Patient Information Leaflets 

Mr Prokopa reported that PSNC had highlighted a recent complaint made to NHS England, 

which provided a useful reminder for contractors and pharmacy teams about the need to 

provide a patient information leaflet with every dispensed medicine. This means that when 

a prescribed quantity does not coincide with an original manufacturer’s pack there may be 

a need to provide one PIL with one portion, and obtain another PIL to supply with the 

remaining portion. Spare leaflets can be obtained from manufacturers, or may be 

downloaded and printed.  Additionally another solution would be to work with surgeries to 

identify prescribing of split pack quantities, and encourage change for future prescribing. 

They advise Pharmacy contractors to review their standard operating procedures to ensure 

that sufficient leaflets are obtained to supply with each medicine. Mr Prokopa to mention 

in the Newsletter. 

c)Empty methadone containers 

Mr Prokopa reported that this was highlighted by Graham Archer of Derbyshire LPC about 

a case where a 2 year old child died in a house where over 183 empty methadone bottles 

were found in the airing cupboard next to the child’s room. This prompted an email from 

one of the LA as a Safeguarding issue and requiring immediate attention. The email 

detailed that it would appear that there is no clear guidance in relation to the safe disposal 

of methadone bottles. Some feel that it is unsafe to rinse and introduce the drug into the 

water system. Thus, they would be recommending to all clients that the safest way to 

dispose is to return to the dispensing pharmacy. And that it is vital that disposal is 

discussed with clients and reflected on the PharmOutcomes system. The response from 

Steve Lutener from PSNC was that if a patient or their representative returns empty 

methadone containers to the Pharmacy, the Pharmacy would be obliged to accept them as 

part of the unwanted medicine service and that one of the reasons for the service was to 

prevent incidents such as this. He is meeting with NHS England Team, who are looking at 

waste and that he will see what their views are. Mr Prokopa to mention in the Newsletter. 

d) Area Team medicines Optimisation tool 

Mr Prokopa highlighted that a new NHS England medicines optimisation tool has been 

launched to help local commissioners to focus on helping patients to get the most from 



 

their medicines, and it could be a useful prompt for them to consider community 

pharmacy’s role in this important area. The dashboard enables CCGs to review a range of 

locally-focussed medicines-related data so that they can explore how well their local 

populations are supported to optimise their use of medicines. The dashboard looks at a 

range of data from GP care provision, but also includes community pharmacy data such as 

the uptake of MURs and the NMS and the volume of repeat dispensing. It is intended to be 

used to develop improvements in medicines optimisation in CCG. Mr Prokopa will look at 

this when next meets with the MM team. 

714-9 Commissioning and Services 
a) Flu Service 

Mr Prokopa reported that we have been negotiating for some time the commissioning of 

Flu service in Pharmacy and that we have now received confirmation that the AT will 

commission the Flu Service from Pharmacy.  The letters will go out to the LMC by the end 

of this week so we can inform Pharmacies on Monday. This will be the focus over the next 

couple of weeks and there will be a number of training sessions scheduled for August and 

September.  Mr Prokopa advised members that he had been informed that the vaccine 

would be available from the 1st August. 

714-10 Regulation 
a) Change of ownership application Lloyds Pharmacy, Burntwood to Jhoots Healthcare Ltd 

Notification that the change of ownership application for Lloyds Pharmacy, Burntwood to 

Jhoots Healthcare Ltd has been approved. 

b) No significant change relocation for Co Op Group Healthcare Ltd, Bideford Way to 

Langburn Development , Longford Road 

Mr Prokopa also highlighted that we have received an application of no significant change 

relocation for Co Op Group Healthcare, Bideford Way to Langburn Development which will 

be discussed at the next regulation subcommittee meeting and feedback to the LPC 

The last 2 PNA meetings have been cancelled due holidays etc and the next meeting has 

been scheduled for September. They have received about 80% of the required responses, 

so will be writing to the remaining 50 Pharmacies to state the information that they have 

to date and to advise that this is the information they will use unless they hear otherwise. 

Letters to go out at the end of the week.  The PNA and supplementary statements will be 

upload to the website. A draft PNA will be available at the end of October 

Mr Prokopa reported that the unforeseen benefits application in Pendeford had been 

refused. 

714-11 Information 
a) LPN Database 

Mr Prokopa reported that the PSNC have put together a database of all the LPN contacts 

and commissioners’ which is available as a centralised resource. 

b) Summary Care Record 

Mr Prokopa reported that the HSCIC and NHS England are looking for expression of 

interest from AT to help and develop this project. Mr Prokopa has spoken to Mani and this 

was discussed at the LPN steering group and the action was for LPC colleagues to give 

them a view on whether we would be interested.  Although the EOI should have been 

submitted last week Mani will email the region direct if the LPC are keen to support the 

Summary Care record. Mr Prokopa to report back to Mani support for Summary Care 

record agreed.   

c) Potential for Pharmacy to improve Asthma Care 

Mr Prokopa highlighted resources and the potential for Pharmacies to get involved 

d) Recommendations for care of people with long term conditions 

As above Mr Prokopa highlighted resources and the potential for Pharmacies to get 

involved. Will highlight when talking to CCGs about medicines optimisation  



 

e) Understanding the NHS 

Mr Prokopa highlighted the document as useful for members to read and recommend to 

Contractors.  Mr Prokopa to mention in the Newsletter. 

 

574-15 Any Other Business 

Mr Wilson asked if there is any news on the revised EHC contract. Mr Prokopa confirmed 

that the PH department are still finalising the 2014-15 contract and are hoping to send 

them out by August.  Meantime contractors are to continue with the paper based claims. 

Mr C Smith asked if members had seen the email from Shropshire AT regarding Sudafed 

sales to Eastern European gentlemen as the issue is continuing. Mr Prokopa to mention in 

the Newsletter 

Mr Prokopa noted that as previously mentioned Mr Galt will be leaving the LPC and that 

he will send him an email to thank him for his services to the LPC from 2007. On a sadder 

note Mr Prokopa reported that one of our former members and Treasurers Tony James’s 

daughter has recently passed away due to cancer. 

Mr Prokopa reported that Mr Eason had asked him to mention that on returning from his 

holiday he had received notification by email including an attached letter dated 30/06/14, 

informing pharmacies that the winter pressures service had ceased and stated all of the 

entries needed to be on the system by that evening. Mr Eason felt that extra notice would 

have been helpful as he had 2 outstanding claims for both emergency supply and minor 

ailments. Mr Prokopa explained that this had been sorted as Mr Pickard had allowed Mr 

Eason to enter these outstanding claims and had noted that in future more notice was 

required. 

 Next Meeting 
Wednesday 13th August at 1.30pm for 1.45pm prompt start in the Meeting Room of 

Burntwood Library, Sankeys Corner, Bridge Cross Rd, Burntwood WS7 2BX 
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Appendix 1 - Communications Report 

 

4.1 NHSE AT Communications 

Received 

a) 30/06/2014 – Helen Whitehouse Decision report on Change of ownership application Lloyds Pharmacy, 

Burntwood to Jhoots Healthcare Ltd. 

b) 07/07/2014 -  Helen Whitehouse  No significant change relocation for Co Op Group Healthcare Ltd, 7 

Devon Court, Bideford Way, Cannock, WS11 1NP to Langburn Development , Longford Road, Cannock, 

WS11 

 

4.2 PSNC Communications 

Received 

a) 13/06/2014 – PSNC Newsletter: Contract monitoring in 2014/15; July 2014 Category M Prices; Controlled 

Drug Changes; Unlicensed medicine guidance. 

b) 17/06/2014 – PSNC News Alert: June 2014 Price concessions 

c) 18/06/2014 -  LPC Newsletter 18/06/2014: Latest LPC Events: LPC Members’ Skills Audit; LPN Database. 

d) 20/06/2014 – PSNC News Update: June 2014 Price Concessions 

e) 24/06/2014 – LPC Newsletter: Flu Vaccination service resource special 

f) 24/06/2014 – PSNC News Update June 2014 Price Concessions 

g) 02/07/2014 – PSNC Newsletter: Report highlighted asthma role; Scrutiny of health services; Medicines 

optimisation tool 

h) 02/07/2014 – LPC Newsletter  



 

i) 11/07/2014 – PSNC Newsletter: Recommendations for car of people with long-term conditions; Patient 

leaflets; Updated Health Profiles 

4.3 Other Communications 

Received 

a) 03/07/2014 – The CCA – Summary Care Records 

b) 08/07/2014 – Mercer & Co Accountants – Changes at Mercer & Co – Business Clients 

 

Appendix 2 – Meeting Reports 

Chief Operations Officer: 

a) 12/06/2014 – Meeting with MSD 

b) 19/06/2014 – Meeting with Cannock Chase CCG 

c) 19/06/2014 - LPC and medication support opportunities – TECS 

d) 23/06/2014 - LPN Self-Care Subgroup 

e) 25/06/2014 - West Midlands Dementia Innovation Programme – Project Group 2 Meeting  

 

Service Development Officer: 

a) 12/06/2014 - Let’s Work Together e-Learning Launch Event 

b) 18/06/2014 – Cannock and Stafford CCG QIPP Group 

c) 19/06/2014 – Possible Novartis Flu Training 

d) 19/06/2014 – SES CCG Children’s Commissioner  

e) 20/06/2014 – LPN Steering Group 

f) 30/06/2014 – Communications for HLP 

e) 03/07/2014 – Let’s Work Together Steering Group 

f) 03/07/2014 - HLP MSc Project with Aston University 

 

Others: 

a) 27/06/2014 – Staffordshire-wide Healthy Lifestyles Service 

 

 


